
 

 

Notes from the meeting July 30 

The Rotary charge to open the meeting was recited by Anita Diep 

 

President Ric McDonald 

 

Welcomed all to the meeting 

Invited John Stockbridge to introduce his guests 

As a result of last 2week’s networking seminar at the Golf Club 

John made welcome Wendy Jeffries and Con  Macrlino 

Wendy in turn had invited Carole Dean and Greg Drew 

President Ric made welcome our guest speaker Darrell Brown 

 

 

 



 

Club Service Julie Ninnis 

 
 

Thanked all those who have forwarded their meal preferences for the chef 

Apologies 7 

 

Nest Week 

Guest Speaker   Richard Neill and Naomi Holly 

“Kids Cancer Support Group” 

 

Attendance 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Property 

 
 

Host 

 

 

Director’s Report     Club Service Julie Ninnis 

 

August 4 

John Stockbridge Marilyn Gregory Michelle Kerr 

Teresa Tay and Brett Meakin 



 
 

Kids Cancer Support Group is a not for profit organisation that is dedicated to connecting, 
supporting and enriching the lives of children diagnosed with cancer and other blood 
disorders on Ward 1A at Perth Children’s Hospital (PCH) and from 3B Princess Margaret 
Hospital. We not only recognise the impact that being diagnosed with cancer has on the 
child and the parents, but also the flow-on effect on siblings and grandparents. 

 

 

 

Reports 

 

Team leader Ted Evans reported it was pleasant day with a chilly start 

$2281 

 

 

John Stockbridge reported on the success of the networking meeting  

held last Wednesday at the Golf Club 

53 people attended 

Which resulted in 13 more on his email list 

Two from that meeting were at tonight’s meeting  

and more potential prospects are in the pipeline 



Rotarian on the spot 

“My first Job” 

 

My first unofficial job was working in the family store in Hay Street Perth 

 on the weekends whilst still at school 

After leaving school applied to be an Electrical Installer in 1971 

While awaiting reply after completing application 

Also applied for accounting and computing 

Finally doing his Electrical apprenticeship on the tools and as an estimator on major projects 

 

 

 
And corporal Grant 

Raffle Drawn by guest speaker Darrell Brown  

Won by Clive McCabe [two weeks in succession] 

 

Some of the fines 

Julie       last to arrive 

Those lingering at the bar   Carlton Andy and Guenter 

 

Bragging on FB 

Tony 28 years in Real estate 

Anita    looking different and for pennants Badminton team champions 

Sandy   heard on Radio supporting Organ Donation day 



Phil   purple dockers shirt 

 

Tony and Hans 

 pictured at Eagles game attracted a comment from Willy 

 who called them gays not guys in typo mistake? 

This further attracted a comment from John s who agreed with first comment 

Ric     new hairstyle 

Julie   lone Docker supporter 

Those doing watchmaker repair deals with Guenter Prior to meeting 

[ Patrick and Carlton] 

Phil    pictured again on FB with girls albeit with Short Term Exchange students 

 

Guenter doing cuckoo swap with Kenwick Rotarian Joe Byl in the car park 

Nancy proposing will put a firepit near the entrance to Bring and Buy 

Carlton    fancy shoes and belt 

Box Buy 

Murray    questioned whether tonight’s guest speaker on Men’s Health 

Included a live cross to Channe7 Full Monty program  

 

 

Editor…….  Phil 

Apologies for last week’s edition where I inadvertently forgot to mention 

 the Games night on July 23 

Naomi and Michelle conducted a fun night based on the TV Show 

Celebrity Name Game 

Members were allocated into two teams 

Michelle leading President Ric’s team and Naomi in charge of President elect Julie team 

All took part with several members adapting to Name Game Celebrity Game and WA trivia questions 

very easily 

While others couldn’t quite grasp the idea 

Fun and Frivolity took place with Michelle’s team winning 28 to 26 

 

 

Guest Speaker 

Sandy Baraiolo introduced Guest Speaker Darrell Brown  

Darrell is the Author of best seller book” Fatherhood” 

And is also a freelance photographer 

 

Darrell whose topic was Man Masculinity and Modern-day relationships 

Darrell and his team run many workshops with Men Fathers and Sons 

The workshops are run mainly over a three-day workshop 

And is getting men to open and express their hidden feelings and emotions 

Darrell’s presentation was very passionate and compelling that made members listen very closely 

 

 



 Excerpt from his website 

Now at the age of 54 the culmination of his life’s work has been turned into a 

wonderfully inspiring book “Raised by Our Childhood Voices”.  Making his mark as a 

genuine Fatherhood Author Darrell Brown has with this book, shared a simple 

message for Fathers everywhere – that they are and must continue to be their 

children’s “best bet’ in life. At a time when our kids need us the most his concern is 

that Fathers have perhaps taken their eyes off the road. Our boys need strong men 

in their lives more than ever before. It’s time for all fathers to spend quality time with 

their children, be emotionally available and consciously connect as deeply as 

possible with their boys. 

Through the pages of his latest book Darrell continues to prove that true wisdom will 

always come from the heart. 

 

 

Club Guest Con Macarlino with guest speaker Darrell Brown 

 

 

 

http://creativepossibility.com.au/darrellbrown/books/


 

Club Guests Wendy Jeffries and Greg Drew 

 

 

 

Club Guest Carole Dean with Nancy Kilkenny 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 


